
CHAPTER V

IMPLEMENTATION AND TESTING

5.1. Implementation

This project took several stages in order to be a user can know the

nominal currencies. This project can know the nominal money by matching

histogram  with  euclidean  distance  and  matching  pattern  with  coefficient

correlation.

5.1.1. Preprocessing

To get  an  image of  the  money,  program must  run a preprocessing

process to get an image of the money by run the class of crop and resize.

Figure 16. Main Display

Figure 17. Preprocessing Code
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5.1.1.1. Crop Money

First, the input of the scan image detects the location of the 

money, then program will crop the money.

   

Figure 18. Cropping Money

Program will read the pixel from left, right, top and bottom of

the scan image, when the pixel of red, green, blue of the image has

s value  under  230,  program will  run  and  record  the  pixel,  then

program will look for modus of each side of the money and make a

new buffered image based on subtract the modus of left and right to

become a new width of an image and subtract the modus of top and

bottom to get a new height.

Figure 19. Cropping Money Code
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5.1.1.2. Resize

After program gets the cropped money, program will resize

the money to compare the image of the money.

887*335             400*200

Figure 20. Resizing Money

Resize image is done by scaling which obtained by dividing

the new width/height with original width/height of the image. Then

the value of scale will be inserted to a new BufferedImage with a

new width and height.

Figure 21. Resizing Code
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5.1.2. Histogram

After preprocessing, program will read the input image, and run the

class of matchinghistogram to count the similarity of images and database.

Figure 22. Main Display after getting the Euclidean Distance value

Figure 23. Histogram Code
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5.1.2.1. Matching Histogram

Calculation  of  the  euclidean  distance  is  done  so  that  the

program can find out the color values of each pixel of the image.

The calculation is done by grouping data based on the value of the

pixel. Then group the red, green and blue pixel of image input and

image that stored in database in array. After that, subtract the red,

green, and blue index with an image in database and sum the red,

green, blue index. Then, get the root of sum index to find the value

of euclidean distance.

Figure 24. Euclidean Distance Code
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5.1.3. Pattern Recognition

After get the result of nominal money based on histogram, program

will  run  the  pattern  recognition  by  cropping  pattern  on  the  left  side  of

money, mean, thresholding and sobel and count the similarity of pattern by

pattern image and database of a pattern.

Figure 25. Main Display after getting Coefficient Correlation value

 5.1.3.1. Crop

Crop class is used to find the specific pattern of the money 

image on the left side and crop the part that found by program.

Figure 26. Cropping Pattern
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Pattern  of  the  money  has  found  by  crop  the  image  by

dividing  the width and height and get the (3,1) location pixel then

crop and insert in a new buffered image.

Figure 27. Cropping Pattern Code

5.1.3.2. Mean Filtering

Mean Filtering is used to eliminate some noise on the image.

Figure 28. Mean Filtering Pattern

Several  steps to  process the  image with  mean filtering  is

taking a 3*3 pixel  neighbor  and get  an average pixel  to  get  the

mean filter. Output  of the image is quite blurred, because of filtering

that smoothing  the image.

Figure 29. Mean Filtering Code
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5.1.3.3. Thresholding

Thresholding is used to segment the image background and

foreground. Thresholding can make an image become two binary

images.

Figure 30. Thresholding Pattern

In this program, using 128 threshold values and make the

pixel  value  under  128  become  0  (black)  and  pixel  above  128

become 255 (white). So, the image just have a two color which is

black and white.

Figure 31. Thresholding Code

5.1.3.4. Edge Detection

Edge detection used to find an edge of an image.

Figure 32. Edge Detection Pattern

To get an edge on the image, take a 3*3 pixel neighbor and

multiply with 3*3 pixel image. Then, if the result above 255, make

the color into 255 and if the result under 0, then multiply the result

by -1 so there is no color that are not in range image pixel. After

getting the result of  a  kernel, add the multiply kernel x axis and y

axis to get an image result.
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Figure 33. Edge Detection Code

5.1.3.5. Coefficient Correlation

Similarity calculation of a pattern with coefficient correlation

is  done  by  subtracting the  sum  pixel  and  average  pixel  of  the

image. Then multiply the subtract pixel with another image. After get

the result of multiply, divide the result with the square root value of

multiply sum pixel and average pixel of 2 images.

Figure 34. Coefficient Correlation Code
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5.1.4. Decision

After program run all the process, program will make a decision by

euclidean distance of histogram and coefficient correlation of pattern. If the

result of euclidean distance is under 50% histogram similarity, program will

not recognize the image as money. When the euclidean distance has the

result above 50%, program will run the pattern recognition. If the size of

pattern does not same as the database pattern, program will not recognize

patterns. Pattern will be recognized if the result of coefficient correlation

has value above 0.6. If  the result  of  euclidean distance and coefficient

correlation  is  different,  then  program  will  just  detect  the  money  by

euclidean distance result.
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5.2. Testing

    5.2.1. Database Histogram

Database histogram contains images from all nominal rupiah from

1.000, 2.000, 5.000, 10.000, 20.000, 50.000 and 100.000 that divided into

three conditions, condition 1 contain money that is categorized as good or

new money, condition 2 contain money that is categorized as average or

folded money and condition 3 contain money that is categorized bad or

crumpled money based on the color of the money.

Table 1. Database Histogram

NOMINAL CONDITION 1 CONDITION 2 CONDITION 3

 1.000

00.png 01.png 02.png

 2.000

10.png 11.png 12.png

 5.000

20.png 21.png 22.png

 10.000

30.png 31.png 32.png

 20.000

40.png 41.png 42.png

 50.000

50.png 51.png 52.png
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 100.000

60.png 61.png 62.png

      

   5.2.2. Database Pattern

Database pattern contains images of pattern from nominal rupiah

2.000,  10.000,  20.000,  50.000,  100.000  divided  into  three  conditions,

condition 1 contain pattern from image money from image scan that does

not have a noise, condition 2 have a difference in position from condition 1

and  have  some  noise  on  some  pattern.  Condition  3  have  different in

position from condition 1 and 2 and have a different noise from condition 2.

Table 2. Database Pattern

NOMINAL CONDITION 1 CONDITION 2 CONDITION 3

2.000

00.png 01.png 02.png

10.000

10.png 11.png 12.png

20.000

20.png 21.png 22.png

50.000

30.png 31.png 32.png

100.000

40.png 41.png 42.png
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  5.2.3. Sample

Testing 1

Scan  image  of  testing1.png  has  an  image  with  top  position  in

horizontal scanning the image. The result of euclidean distance of testing

image is detected as nominal 1.000 and have 60% similarity histogram

with database histogram 1.000 in condition 1. Nominal 1.000 do not have

any pattern.

Table 3. Testing Image 1

Scan Image Nominal Euclidean

Distance

Database

Histogram

Coefficient

Correlation

Database

Pattern

testing1.png

1.000 60 %

00.png

- -

Testing 2

Scan image of testing2.png has an image with center position in

scanning the image. The result of euclidean distance of testing image is

detected  as  nominal  2.000  and  have  73%  similarity  histogram  with

database  histogram  2.000  in  condition  3.  The  result  of  coefficient

correlation has  0.72 similarity pattern with nominal 2.000 in condition 3.
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Table 4. Testing Image 2

Scan Image Nominal Euclidean

Distance

 Database

Histogram

Coefficient

Correlation

Database

Pattern

testing2.png

2.000 73 %

12.png

  0.72

02.png

Testing 3

Scan  image  of  testing3.png  has  an  image  with  top  position  in

horizontal scanning the image. The result of euclidean distance of testing

image is detected as nominal 5.000 and have 57% similarity histogram

with database histogram 5.000 in condition 2. Nominal 5.000 do not have

any pattern.

Table 5. Testing Image 3

Scan Image Nominal  Euclidean

Distance

 Database

Histogram

Coefficient

Correlation

Database

Pattern

testing3.png

5.000 57 %

21.png

- -
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Testing 4

Scan image of testing4.png has an image with right center position

in  horizontal  scanning  the  image.  The  result  of  euclidean  distance  of

testing  image  is  detected  as  nominal  10.000  and  have  55%  similarity

histogram with database histogram 10.000 in condition 1. The result  of

coefficient correlation has  0.76 similarity pattern with nominal 10.000 in

condition 2.

Table 6. Testing Image 4

Scan Image Nominal Euclidean

Distance

Database

Histogram

Coefficient

Correlation

Database

Pattern

testing4.png

10.000  55 %

30.png

0.76

11.png

Testing 5

Scan image of testing5.png has an image with center tilt position in

horizontal scanning the image. The result of euclidean distance of testing

image is detected as nominal 20.000 and have 73% similarity histogram

with database histogram 20.000 in  condition 1.  The esult  of  coefficient

correlation has  0.62 similarity pattern with nominal 10.000 in condition 2.
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Table 7. Testing Image 5

Scan Image Nominal Euclidean

Distance

Database

Histogram

Coefficient

Correlation

Database

Pattern

testing5.png

20.000  73%

40.png

0.62

11.png

Testing 6

Scan image of testing6.png has an image with center position in

horizontal scanning the image. The result of euclidean distance of testing

image is detected as nominal 50.000 and have 83% similarity histogram

with database histogram 50.000 in condition 1. The result  of coefficient

correlation has  0.65 similarity pattern with nominal 50.000 in condition 1.

Table 8. Testing Image 6

Scan Image Nominal Euclidean

Distance

Database

Histogram

Coefficient

Correlation

Database

Pattern

testing6.png

50.000 83%

50.png

0.65

30.png
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Testing 7

Scan  image  of  testing7.png  has  an  image  with  top  position  in

horizontal scanning the image. The result of euclidean distance of testing

image is detected as nominal 100.000 and have 50% similarity histogram

with database histogram 100.000 in condition 3. The result of coefficient

correlation has  0.64 similarity pattern with nominal 100.000 in condition 3.

Table 9. Testing Image 7

Scan Image Nominal Euclidean

Distance

Database

Histogram

Coefficient

Correlation

Database

Pattern

testing7.png

100.000 50%

62.png

 0.64

42.png

Testing 8

Scan image of testing8.png has an image with center position in

horizontal scanning the image. The result of euclidean distance of testing

image is detected as nominal 1.000 and have 63% similarity histogram

with database histogram 1.000 in condition 3. Nominal 1.000 do not have

any pattern.
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Table 10. Testing Image 8

Scan Image Nominal Euclidean

Distance

Database

Histogram

Coefficient

Correlation

Database

Pattern

testing8.png

1.000 63%

02.png

- -

Testing 9

Scan image of testing9.png has an image with bottom position in

horizontal scanning the image. The result of euclidean distance of testing

image is detected as nominal 5.000 and have 58% similarity histogram

with database histogram 5.000 in condition 1. Nominal 5.000 do not have

any pattern.

Table 11. Testing Image 9

Scan Image Nominal Euclidean

Distance

Database

Histogram

Coefficient

Correlation

Database

Pattern

testing9.png

5.000 58%

20.png

- -
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Testing 10

Scan image of testing10.png has an image with top tilt position in

horizontal scanning the image. The result of euclidean distance of testing

image is detected as nominal 2.000 and have 70% similarity histogram

with database histogram 2.000 in condition 2. The pattern on this image is

not detected.

Table 12. Testing Image 10

Scan Image Nominal Euclidean

Distance

Database

Histogram

Coefficient

Correlation

Database

Pattern

testing10.png

2.000 70%

11.png

Pattern Not

Detected

Testing 11

Scan image of testing11.png has an image with center position in

vertical  scanning the image. The result  of euclidean distance of testing

image is detected as nominal 5.000 and have 51% similarity histogram

with database histogram 5.000 in condition 2. Nominal 5.000 do not have

any pattern.
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Table 13. Testing Image 11

Scan Image Nominal Euclidean

Distance

Database

Histogram

Coefficient

Correlation

Database

Pattern

testing11.png

5.000  51%

21.png

- -

Testing 12

Scan  image  of  testing12.png  has  an  image  with  top  position  in

horizontal scanning the image. The result of euclidean distance of testing

image is detected as nominal 10.000 and have 100% similarity histogram

with database histogram 10.000 in condition 1. The result  of coefficient

correlation has  1.0 similarity pattern with nominal 10.000 in condition 1.

Table 14.Testing Image 12

Scan Image Nominal Euclidean

Distance

Database

Histogram

Coefficient

Correlation

Database

Pattern

testing12.png

10.000 100%

30.png

 1.0

10.png
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Testing 13

Scan image of testing13.png has an image with bottom position in

vertical  scanning the image. The result  of euclidean distance of testing

image is detected as nominal 20.000 and have 82% similarity histogram

with database histogram 20.000 in condition 1. The result  of coefficient

correlation has  0.91 similarity pattern with nominal 20.000 in condition 1.

Table 15. Testing Image 13

Scan Image Nominal Euclidean

Distance

Database

Histogram

Coefficient

Correlation

Database

Pattern

testing12.png

20.000  82%

40.png

 0.91

20.png

Testing 14

Scan image of testing14.png has an image with bottom left position

in vertical scanning the image. The result of euclidean distance of testing

image is detected as nominal 50.000 and have 66% similarity histogram

with database histogram 50.000 in condition 3. The result  of coefficient

correlation has  0.72 similarity pattern with nominal 50.000 in condition 3.
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Table 16. Testing Image 14

Scan Image Nominal Euclidean

Distance

Database

Histogram

Coefficient

Correlation

Database

Pattern

testing14.png

50.000  66%

52.png

 0.72

32.png

Testing 15

Scan image of testing15.png has an image with center tilt position

in vertical scanning the image. The result of euclidean distance of testing

image is detected as nominal 100.000 and have 66% similarity histogram

with database histogram 100.000 in condition 2. The pattern on this image

is not detected.

Table 17. Testing Image 15

Scan Image Nominal Euclidean

Distance

Database

Histogram

Coefficient

Correlation

Database

Pattern

testing15.png

100.000 66%

61.png

Pattern not

Detected
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Testing 16

Scan image of testing16.png has an image with center position in

vertical scanning the image. This image is not detected as a money.

Table 18. Testing Image 16

Scan Image Nominal Euclidean

Distance

Database

Histogram

Coefficient

Correlation

Database

Pattern

testing16.png

Money

not

Detected

Testing 17

Scan image of testing17.png has an image with center position in

vertical  scanning the image. The result  of euclidean distance of testing

image is detected as nominal 2.000 and have 71% similarity histogram

with  database  histogram 2.000  in  condition  3.  The  result  of  coefficient

correlation has  0.81 similarity pattern with nominal 2.000 in condition 1.

Table 19. Testing Image 17

Scan Image Nominal Euclidean

Distance

Database

Histogram

Coefficient

Correlation

Database

Pattern

testing17.png

2.000  71%

12.png

0.81

00.png
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Testing 18

Scan image of testing18.png has an image with center flip position

in vertical scanning the image. The result of euclidean distance of testing

image is detected as nominal 5.000 and have 58% similarity histogram

with database histogram 5.000 in condition 3. Nominal 5.000 do not have

any pattern.

Table 20. Testing Image 18

Scan Image Nominal Euclidean

Distance

Database

Histogram

Coefficient

Correlation

Database

Pattern

testing18.png

5.000 58%

21.png

- -

Testing 19
Scan image of testing19.png has an image with top left position in

horizontal scanning the image. The result of euclidean distance of testing

image is detected as nominal 100.000 and have 78% similarity histogram

with database histogram 100.000 in condition 3. The result of coefficient

correlation has  0.64 similarity pattern with nominal 100.000 in condition 3.

Table 21. Testing Image 19

Scan Image Nominal Euclidean

Distance

Database

Histogram

Coefficient

Correlation

Database

Pattern

testing19.png

100.000 78%

62.png

 0.64

42.png
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Testing 20

Scan image of testing20.png has an image with bottom position in

horizontal scanning the image. The result of euclidean distance of testing

image is detected as nominal 1.000 and have 62% similarity histogram

with database histogram 1.000 in condition 1. Nominal 1.000 do not have

any pattern.

Table 22. Testing Image 20

Scan Image Nominal Euclidean

Distance

Database

Histogram

Coefficient

Correlation

Database

Pattern

testing20.png

1.000 62%

00.png

- -
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Based on testing image above, result of detection nominal money

using  euclidean  distance  has  19  images  right  of  20  images  or  95%

accurate  in matching  the  color  of  the  image.  The  inaccurate  of  the

euclidean distance is based on the result of the similarity of histogram is

under  50%  with  image  in  the  database.  The  result  of  the  coefficient

correlation has 9 images right of 12 images or 75% accurate similarity of

pattern. The inaccurate of coefficient correlation is based on the location of

the crop image. Tilted image will not be able to find a location of the money

image because of the cropping pattern that only get a fixed location of the

image.
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